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Infinite Country
A Novel
By Patricia Engel
After the birth of their daughter, Elena and 
Mauro decide to leave their beloved Colombia 
for the United States. Struggling to make a living, 
and letting their visas lapse, they lead the hard 
reality of undocumented status. When Mauro 
is deported and leaves Elena to take care of 
their children, they make a decision that further 
fractures their family highlighting how the quest 
for a supposed better life is tied to unending risks and ramifications. Steeped in 
enchanting Andean myth, Infinite Country provides a nuanced, intimate, and urgent 
portrayal of displacement, the disconnect between the land we inherit and lands 
we were promised, and the power of familial love.
For fans of The Veins of the Ocean and The Other Americans
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Dark Horses
A Novel
By Susan Mihalic
A gripping survival tale, Dark Horses is impossible 
to put down. Fifteen-year-old equestrian Roan 
Montgomery has only ever cared about becoming 
an Olympian. For years, her ambition allowed her 
to compartmentalize her abusive relationship with 
her father, but when a fellow student begins to take interest, everything changes. 
As Roan begins to reclaim her life, I found myself awestruck by her resiliency and 
ingenuity in the face of an unimaginable situation. Dark Horses is a powerful novel 
you will forget.
For fans of Room and My Absolute Darling
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The Final Revival of Opal and Nev
A Novel
By Dawnie Walton
Dawnie Walton’s fictional oral history of a beloved 
rock & roll duo, famous in the 1970s, is an 
innovative and fascinating read. Half “biography,” 
half interviews with the stars of the act, Opal, an 
enigmatic black female artist, and Nev, a white 
British folksinger, The Final Revival of Opal and 
Nev is curated by a reporter with personal stakes 
in the duo’s story. It tells the legend of these musicians while also examining race, 
gender, and pop culture in America and music history in one of the most readable 
ways—I could almost hear the songs myself!
For fans of Friday Black and Daisy Jones and the Six

Good Neighbors
A Novel
By Sarah Langan
The twisted tale of Good Neighbors by Sarah 
Langan will suck readers in much like the sink hole 
at the center of the story. I tore through the pages 
of this novel set in a Long Island neighborhood 
in 2027, utterly disturbed by the behavior of the 
inhabitants, yet determined to know their fate. 
A missing child, dangerous allegations, environmental disasters, and a myriad of 
secrets drive this propulsive book to its heart-stopping ending.
For fans of The Last House Guest and The Keeper
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Aftershocks
A Memoir
By Nadia Owusu
MOVED FROM SUMMER 2020

Raised internationally by her father who worked 
for the UN and died when she was thirteen, 
this bold and profound memoir unpacks Nadia 
Owusu’s stateless and motherless adolescence 
as she struggles in adulthood to define her 
identity and a meaning of home. Using strikingly 
constructed metaphors surrounding earthquakes, 
the Whiting Award–winning Owusu illustrates 
how traumas shake the ground beneath our feet 
to rattle parts of ourselves loose and broken, and 
exacerbate invisible fault lines underneath the 
surface.
For fans of The Argonauts and Heavy

The Agitators
Three Friends Who Fought for Abolition and Women’s Rights
By Dorothy Wickenden
New from the author of the highly acclaimed 
New York Times bestseller Nothing Daunted and 
the executive editor of The New Yorker! From 
the intimate perspective of three friends and 
neighbors in Auburn, New York—the seemingly 
ordinary women who are the “agitators” of the 
title—acclaimed author Dorothy Wickenden tells 
the fascinating and crucial American stories of 
abolitionism, the Underground Railroad, women’s 
rights activism, and the Civil War.
For fans of Nothing Daunted and The Bully Pulpit

Do Better
Spiritual Activism for Fighting and Healing from White Supremacy
By Rachel Ricketts
When it comes to healing the current collective 
divide, we must do so from our hearts as well as 
our minds. We must continue to ask ourselves: 
How can we both be and do better? From 
racial justice educator and sought-after spiritual 
activist Rachel Ricketts, this revolutionary guide 
offers mindful, embodied, and practical steps 
for humans to dismantle white supremacy on a 
personal and collective level.
For fans of How to Be an Antiracist and 
White Fragility

Faye, Faraway
A Novel 
By Helen Fisher
Faye loves her daughters and husband, but 
even at thirty-seven-years-old, she has never 
really moved past the loss of her mother, who 
died when she was only nine. One day Faye is 
given the ability to travel back in time, to the 
year before her mother died, and two become 
fast friends. But as time moves forward, Faye 
worries about being able to return to the present 
and her family, but she also grieves at the idea 
of leaving her mother. Fisher’s debut novel and 
its examination of loss, faith, and love will have 
readers spellbound.
For fans of Trouble with Goats and Sheep and 
The Time Traveler’s Wife

Featherhood
A Memoir of Two Fathers and a Magpie
By Charlie Gilmour
In this wry, moving story, a young man named 
Charlie saves a baby magpie as his estranged 
father is dying, only to find that caring for 
the mischievous bird has, in fact, saved him. 
Featherhood is the unforgettable story of a 
love affair between a man and a bird. It is a 
story about adoption and parenthood; grief and 
love. “One of the best books I have ever read…
Incredibly moving.” —Elton John 
For fans of H is for Hawk and You’ll Grow Out of It

The Girls Are All So Nice Here
A Novel
By Laurie Elizabeth Flynn
Ambrosia has put the past behind her. But when 
an invitation to her ten-year college reunion 
arrives with a cryptic note, “we need to talk about 
what we did that night,” Amb starts to believe 
the past isn’t as forgotten as she’d like it to be. 
At the reunion, Amb and her former best friend 
Sully feel the noose tighten around them as more 
menacing messages find them, and they begin 
to understand: this person watching them is out 
for more than just revenge. Laurie Flynn’s debut 
is a shocking novel about the brutal lengths girls 
can go to in order to take what they think they’re 
owed.
For fans of The Luckiest Girl Alive and The Perfect 
Stranger

I Am a Girl from Africa
A Memoir
By Elizabeth Nyamayaro
Elizabeth Nyamayaro spent her childhood in 
rural Zimbabwe, living with her grandmother in a 
village affected by HIV/AIDS and famine. During 
a famine, a United Nations worker gave Elizabeth 
food and water, and inspired her to work for 
the UN herself. Perservering through incredible 
odds, Elizabeth became a Senior Advisor at the 
UN on Gender Equality and the Global Head of 
HeforShe. Alternating chapters from Elizabeth’s 
childhood with her family and scenes from 
her work with the UN, this is a tremendously 
inspiring story of hard work, humanitarianism, 
and dedication.
For fans of Make Trouble and I Am Malala

In a Book Club Far Away
A Novel
By Tif Marcelo
Featuring the books that first brought them 
together, In a Book Club Far Away tells the story 
of three army wives, once best friends. After an 
unimaginable betrayal happened amongst the 
group, the friendship was torn apart—until one 
calls for help ten years later and the women 
come rushing back. This novel honors the deep 
friendship and sibling-love between women that 
defies time, distance, and all old wounds.
For fans of Once Upon a Sunset and The Optimist’s 
Guide to Letting Go
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Mirrorland
A Novel
By Carole Johnstone
When Cat’s twin sister El mysteriously disappears 
after going out on her sailboat, Cat is forced to 
return to Edinburgh and the imposing, unchanged 
house of their childhood. Before long, someone 
begins leaving Cat clues all over the house; a 
treasure hunt leading her to the hidden place 
under the pantry stairs, where Cat and El made 
up a world of magic called Mirrorland. It’s there 
she’ll find the truth of her sister’s disappearance, 
crouched and waiting.
For fans of The Secrets She Keeps and The Wife 
Between Us

Other People’s Children
A Novel
By R. J. Hoffmann
After too many lost pregnancies, Gail and Jon 
decide to adopt a baby, only to discover the 
disappointment of their application being passed 
over again and again. Finally, Carli, a pregnant 
teenager dreaming of college and her life beyond 
that, agrees to give her baby to Gail and Jon. But 
after the couple brings home their new daughter 
Maya, they find out Carli never signed the final 
consent form and wants to reclaim the baby. So 
begins a dramatic legal game of cat and mouse, 
that will leave readers on the edge of their seats.
For fans of A Spark of Light and Before We Were 
Yours

The Paris Library
A Novel
By Janet Skeslien Charles
MOVED FROM SUMMER 2020

Based on the true World War II story of the 
American Library in Paris, an unforgettable novel 
about the relationships that make us who we 
are—family, friends, and favorite authors—and 
the ordinary heroes who can be found in the 
most perilous times as well as the quietest places.
For fans of All the Light We Cannot See and 
The Nightingale

Persephone Station
A Novel
By Stina Leicht
Rosie owns a bar on Persephone Station, a 
backwater planet the United Republic of Worlds 
largely ignores, it but has become a huge focus 
for a corrupt corporation looking to exploit it. 
Rosie’s bar caters more toward the criminal 
clientele of the world. Angel is an ex-marine and 
head of a band of criminals with a penchant for 
doing the honorable thing. When Rosie asks 
Angel and her merry band of delinquents for a 
less-than-honorable job, Angel finds her group up 
against a corporate army with the planet’s future 
at risk.
For fans of Blackthorne and The Stars Are Legion

Instinct
A Novel
By Jason M. Hough
Officer Mary Whittaker is the lone cop on duty 
in small, rural Silverton, WA while the chief is on 
leave. But she is getting more and more dismayed 
as local bodies start piling up in bizarre and 
completely avoidable accidents. Though every 
possible explanation and conspiracy theory is 
considered, from mental breakdowns to aliens, it 
turns out to be something much more unsettling. 
The townsfolk are all losing their instincts, one 
by one.
For fans of The Darwin Elevator and Pines

The Last Garden in England
A Novel
By Julia Kelly
In this sweeping novel reminiscent of Kate 
Morton’s The Lake House and Kristin Harmel’s 
The Room on Rue Amélie, Julia Kelly explores 
the unexpected connections that can cross time 
and the special places that bring us together 
forever. Centered around the incredible garden 
at Highbury Estate, five women from 1907, 
1944, and the present day are brought together 
through history, secrets, and a beautiful garden.
For fans of The Light Over London and The Room 
on Rue Amélie

Leonora in the Morning Light
A Novel
By Michaela Carter
In this historical novel set in Paris on the eve of 
WWII, Surrealist painters Leonora Carrington 
and Max Ernst are newly in love, their creativity 
flourishing. When the Nazis invade France, Max 
is named a “degenerate” and imprisoned, while 
Leonora flees to Spain and is locked away in 
an asylum. When they reunite after a year of 
separation, a love triangle forms, and Leonora 
must choose between her art and the man she 
still loves. 
For fans of The Flight Portfolio and White Houses

Life After Death
A Novel
By Sister Souljah
Sister Souljah returns to her beloved character 
Winter Santiago in the captivating and heart-
pounding sequel to The Coldest Winter Ever, 
which has sold over a million copies to date. 
For fans of The Coldest Winter Ever and Multiple 
Listings
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Red Island House
A Novel
By Andrea Lee
From National Book Award–nominated writer 
Andrea Lee, an epic novel about love and identity 
on the island of Madagascar. African American 
professor Shay, marries the wealthy Italian 
Senna, and becomes the reluctant mistress of a 
sprawling household on Madagascar—a place 
with its own laws and logic. Shay discovers a 
potent mix of magic and myth. Soon the heady 
collision of cultures comes right to her door, 
forcing her to make a life-altering decision. 
For fans of Lost Hearts in Italy and An American 
Marriage

Vera
A Novel
By Carol Edgarian
Scrappy fifteen-year-old Vera Johnson, bastard 
daughter of Rose, notorious proprietor of San 
Francisco’s ritziest bordello and partner in crime 
with the city’s corrupt politicians, narrowly 
survives the devastating 1906 earthquake. 
Employing her wit and determination, Vera and 
her unlikely new family of survivors navigate a 
world reborn in the wake of disaster. Edgarian’s 
Vera is a timeless and timely novel of an 
indomitable spirit’s quest for love and reinvention 
in the aftermath of catastrophe.
For fans of The Rise of the Euphrates and 
A Marriage of Opposites

What Could Be Saved
A Novel
By Liese O’Halloran Schwarz
As the novel alternates between the past and 
the present, readers learn all of the Preston 
family secrets, witness the beauty that can exist 
even in the midst of brokenness, and discover 
what happened to an eight-year-old child on 
the day he went missing forty years earlier. 
Perfectly capturing the emotional complexities 
of siblinghood and parenthood, What Could Be 
Saved is an unforgettable novel that poses the 
question: can a family disconnected for a lifetime 
find a way back to wholeness?
For fans of The Possible World and Ask Again, Yes

Yellow Wife
A Novel
By Sadeqa Johnson
Pheby Delores Brown was born on a plantation 
in Virginia to the plantation’s master and his 
enslaved mistress. Promised freedom on her 
eighteenth birthday, Pheby is an educated girl 
with sand colored skin and hopes just a little too 
high. Instead of freedom and a life with her true 
love, she is sold to the brutal man who owns the 
infamous Devel’s Half-Acre slave jail. There she’s 
forced to become his mistress, his “yellow wife,” 
and makes life and death decisions every day, and 
soon finds herself facing the ultimate sacrifice.
For fans of The Second House From the Corner 
and Wench
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The Drowning Kind
A Novel
By Jennifer McMahon
I can’t remember the last time I tore through 
a book this quickly; the generations of women 
whose voices were so distinctive and fears so 
tangible, whose mistakes and secrets felt alive and 
intrusive, paired perfectly with the atmospheric 
Sparrow Crest estate setting. Jax distanced herself from her older sister, Lexie; 
when Lexie drowns in a backyard pool, their year apart is a painful reminder of 
a reconciliation that can never happen. Jax finds herself back on her family’s 
long-held property, sorting through Lexie’s pictures and journals of her final days, 
depicting a terrifying discovery.
For fans of The Invited and Follow Me to Ground
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month. Plus, when you read along with us, you might just get 
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Milk Fed
A Novel
By Melissa Broder
Melissa Broder’s done it again with her latest 
novel, Milk Fed. I loved this book because it 
discussed topics that I don’t get to read about 
often. It covered so much ground, like Jewish 
identity, being queer, and the intersectionality of 
the two, and it was a delight to read about and 
learn more. It also went over important topics such 
as the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, femininity, and 
disordered eating. Milk Fed is a masterpiece—it’s beautiful, relatable, and funny. 
Broder’s writing is fast paced—each short chapter made me want to read more.
For fans of The Pisces and The First Bad Man
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